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The Eight Rules of Good Book Design for Writers
Book designers charge for their work in three different ways: by the project, by 
the hour or by the page. Their estimates will be based on the manuscript that 
you provide. 

You can save money on your book design if you submit a properly formatted 
manuscript. These rules apply to both printed books and electronic books.

1. Never, ever, ever use more than one space after a word or any mark of 
punctuation, including periods at the ends of sentences. The habit of 
using two spaces after a period is a holdover from typewriters when each 
letter, regardless of its individual size, received the same amount of space 
on a page so readers needed to see a     larger     space in order to know 
they’d reached the end of a sentence. Word processing programs are 
geared to allow each letter only the space it needs so this double spac-
ing is unnecessary. In electronic books, this double spacing can wreak 
all sorts of havoc because the HTML coding interprets the two spaces as 
something else entirely, causing      rivers     of    white    to   appear.

If you plan to submit your work to a traditional publisher or to a 
magazine or newspaper, the appearance of two spaces after a period is 
taken as a telltale sign of an amateur writer.

2. Do not use your space bar to center text. In fact, it’s a good idea not to 
center text in your word processing document at all. If you are printing 
your book on paper, let your interior designer know if something needs 
to be centered. As noted above, HTML coding in an electronic book  in-
terprets multiple spaces as something else entirely, causing      rivers     of    
white    to   appear or for your text to jump to the next page.

3. Do not hit your return key to create space between your paragraphs. 
HTML, the coding used to create electronic books, interprets a double 
Return as a command to move to a new page. Learn how to use the 
Format menu or Style tags in your word processing program to preset 
your paragraph indentations or to add spacing between your paragraphs. 
Consult your software manual or Help menu for details for your particu-
lar program.
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4. Never, ever use the TAB key to indent a paragraph. If you do this for a 
book that’s going to be printed on paper, you will be paying your book 
designer money to delete all of your TABs. If he or she doesn’t delete 
your tabs,

   your paragraphs will appear with these elongated 
indents.

If you use TABs in a word processing document that’s going to con-
verted to an electronic book, the TAB can cause text to

                 jump
                                lines in the middle
         of a sentence.

5. Less is more when it comes to type styles. Overuse of type styles such as 
italics or bold or underline are the textual equivalent of pointing fingers. 
Too many pointing fingers and the reader stops paying attention to the 
writer’s work and started getting annoyed by the design. The same rule 
applies to capitalization. If You Use Too Much needless capitalization, 
Readers Will Stop Paying attention to your Words and spend too Much 
Attention to Your Text design. If you are in doubt whether a word should 
be capitalized or not, please consult the Chicago Manual of Style.

6. Learn how to use your Font menu or Character Styles menu to make a 
word appear in italics or bold type. Resist the temptation to click on the 
I for italics or the B for bold that many word processing programs pro-
vide in the tool bar that appears at the top of the screen. 

The reason for this rule has to do with the technology used to make 
letters appear in various fonts on your screen. Behind the scenes, fonts 
are actually a two-part system. One part interprets the letters we see 
onscreen (often referred to as screen fonts). The second part interprets 
the font for printers, including your home printer. The I or B in a word 
processing program’s tool bar usuallly controls only the screen part of a 
font. This means that all of your careful work to make words appear in 
italics or in bold can disappear when the document is printed or moved 
from one software program to another.


